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Genesis Girl Sep 20 2019 Eighteen-year-old Blanca has lived a sheltered life. Her entire childhood has been spent at Tabula Rasa
School where she s been protected from the Internet. Blanca has never been online and doesn t even know how to text. Her lack of a
virtual footprint has made her extremely valuable and upon graduation Blanca, and those like her, are sold to the highest bidders.
Blanca is purchased by Cal McNeal, who uses her to achieve personal gain. But the McNeal s are soon horrified by just how
obedient and non-defiant Blanca is. All those mind-numbing years locked away from society have made her mind almost
impenetrable. By the time Blanca is ready to think for herself, she is trapped. Her only chance of escape is to go online."
A Northern Light May 09 2021 In 1906, sixteen-year-old Mattie, determined to attend college and be a writer against the wishes of
her father and fiance, takes a job at a summer inn where she discovers the truth about the death of a guest. Based on a true story.
Sam's Letters to Jennifer Aug 20 2019 When her beloved grandmother is hospitalised, Jennifer returns to the lakeside home
where she spent a magical childhood. There she finds a package of letters addressed to her that tell of passion, intrigue and desire.
This is the real tale of her grandmother's life. It's a shocking family secret, concealed for decades, and the most moving love story
Jennifer has ever heard. Then comes the biggest surprise of all. Jennifer lets her guard down for a moment and is overcome by
exhilarating new emotions. It might come with an unbearable cost - but her grandmother's letters make Jennifer think that love
may help her find a way.
Out of the Corner Nov 03 2020 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A deeply candid and refreshingly spirited memoir of
identity lost and found from the star of the iconic film Dirty Dancing “Jennifer Grey peels back all the artifice, denial,
obfuscation, and myriad assumptions and exposes a gorgeous, human portrait of her life.”—Jamie Lee Curtis “We all know
Jennifer Grey as a talented actress, but Out of the Corner introduces us to a gifted writer.”—Michael J. Fox In this beautiful, closeto-the bone account, Jennifer Grey takes readers on a vivid tour of the experiences that have shaped her, from her childhood as the
daughter of Broadway and film legend Joel Grey, to the surprise hit with Patrick Swayze that made her America’s sweetheart, to
her inspiring season eleven win on ABC’s Dancing with the Stars. Throughout this intimate narrative, Grey richly evokes places
and times that were defining for a generation—from her preteen days in 1970s Malibu and wild child nights in New York’s club
scene, to her roles in quintessential movies of the 1980s, including The Cotton Club, Red Dawn, and her breakout performance in
Ferris Bueller’s Day Off. With self-deprecating humor and frankness, she looks back on her unbridled, romantic adventures in
Hollywood. And with enormous bravery, she shares the devastating fallout from a plastic surgery procedure that caused the
sudden and stunning loss of her professional identity and career. Grey inspires with her hard-won battle back, reclaiming her
sense of self from a culture and business that can impose a narrow and unforgiving definition of female worth. She finds, at last,
her own true north and starts a family of her own, just in the nick of time. Distinctive, moving, and powerful, told with generosity
and pluck, Out of the Corner is a memoir about a never-ending personal evolution, a coming-of-age story for women of every age.
The Ingredients of Us Nov 22 2019 From debut author Jennifer Gold comes a delicious novel about the sweet and sour ingredients
of life and love. Elle, an accomplished baker, has a recipe for every event in her life. But when she discovers her husband's
infidelity, she doesn't know what to make of it. Jam, maybe? Definitely jam. Fed up with the stale crumbs of her marriage, Elle
revisits past recipes and the events that inspired them. A recipe for scones reminds her of her father's death, cinnamon rolls
signify the problematic courtship with her husband, and a batch of chocolate cookies casts Elle in a less-than-flattering light.
Looking back, Elle soon realizes that some ingredients were missing all along. After confronting her husband, Elle indulges her
sweet tooth in other ways, including a rebound that just leaves her more confused. As secrets from the past collide with the
conflicts of the present, Elle struggles to manage her bakery business and maintain the relationships most important to her. In
piecing her life back together, will Elle learn to take the bitter with the sweet?
Who Do You Love Jun 17 2019 From the “hilarious, heartbreaking, and insightful” (The Miami Herald) bestselling author
Jennifer Weiner comes a sweeping, modern day fairy tale about first romance and lasting love. Rachel Blum and Andy Landis are
eight years old when they meet late one night in an ER waiting room. Born with a congenital heart defect, Rachel is a veteran of
hospitals, and she's intrigued by the boy who shows up all alone with a broken arm. He tells her his name. She tells him a story.
After Andy's taken back to the emergency room and Rachel's sent back to her bed, they think they'll never see each other again.
Rachel, the beloved, popular, and protected daughter of two doting parents, grows up wanting for nothing in a fancy Florida
suburb. Andy grows up poor in Philadelphia with a single mom and a rare talent that will let him become one of the best runners
of his generation. Over the course of three decades, through high school and college, marriages and divorces, from the pinnacles of
victory and the heartbreak of defeat, Andy and Rachel will find each other again and again, until they are finally given a chance to

decide whether love can surmount difference and distance and if they've been running toward each other all along. With honesty,
wit, and clear-eyed observations about men and women, love and fate, and the truth about happy endings, Jennifer Weiner delivers
two of her most memorable characters, and a love story you'll never forget.
A Year of Taking Chances Jul 11 2021 ‘Utterly enjoyable from beginning to end!’ Being Unique Books Life is about to change
forever...
Embodied Inquiry Jul 19 2019 Embodied inquiry is the process of using embodied approaches in order to study, explore or
investigate a topic. But what does it actually mean to be 'embodied'? This book explores why and how we use our bodies in order to
research, what an embodied approach brings to a research project, and the kinds of considerations that need to be taken into
account to research in this way. We all have bodies, feelings, emotions and experiences that affect the questions we are interested
in, the ways in which we choose to approach finding out the answers to those questions, and the patterns we see in the data we
gather as a result. Embodied Inquiry foregrounds these questions of positionality and reflexivity in research. It considers how a
project or study may be designed to take these into account and why multimodal and creative approaches to research may be used
to capture embodied experiences. The book offers insights into how to analyse the types of data emerging from embodied inquiries,
and the ethical considerations that are important to consider. Accounting for the interdisciplinary nature of the field, this book has
been written to be a concise primer into Embodied Inquiry for research students, scholars and practitioners alike.
From Blood and Ash Jun 29 2020 Captivating and action-packed, From Blood and Ash is a sexy, addictive, and unexpected
fantasy perfect for fans of Sarah J. Maas and Laura Thalassa. A Maiden… Chosen from birth to usher in a new era, Poppy’s life
has never been her own. The life of the Maiden is solitary. Never to be touched. Never to be looked upon. Never to be spoken to.
Never to experience pleasure. Waiting for the day of her Ascension, she would rather be with the guards, fighting back the evil that
took her family, than preparing to be found worthy by the gods. But the choice has never been hers. A Duty… The entire
kingdom’s future rests on Poppy’s shoulders, something she’s not even quite sure she wants for herself. Because a Maiden has a
heart. And a soul. And longing. And when Hawke, a golden-eyed guard honor bound to ensure her Ascension, enters her life,
destiny and duty become tangled with desire and need. He incites her anger, makes her question everything she believes in, and
tempts her with the forbidden. A Kingdom… Forsaken by the gods and feared by mortals, a fallen kingdom is rising once more,
determined to take back what they believe is theirs through violence and vengeance. And as the shadow of those cursed draws
closer, the line between what is forbidden and what is right becomes blurred. Poppy is not only on the verge of losing her heart and
being found unworthy by the gods, but also her life when every blood-soaked thread that holds her world together begins to
unravel. Reviews for From Blood and Ash: "Dreamy, twisty, steamy escapism. Take me back!" -New York Times bestseller Wendy
Higgins “Jennifer Armentrout has the power to control my emotions with every word she writes. From swooning to crying to
racing through the pages to find out what happens next, I couldn't stop reading about Hawke and Poppy, and you won't be able to
either.” - Brigid Kemmerer, New York Times Bestselling Author of A Curse So Dark and Lonely “Action, adventure, sexiness, and
angst! From Blood and Ash has it all and double that. So many feels and so many moments it made me cheer for the character.
Read. This. Book! You'll be obsessed!” - Tijan NYT bestselling author “From Blood and Ash is a phenomenal fantasy novel that is
filled to the brim with danger, mystery and heart melting romance. I loved every single second of it and I couldn’t get enough of
this new fantastical world. A heart stopping start to what is clearly going to be a stunning series, perfect for both those who love
fantasy and those who are new to the genre. A must read.” Kayleigh, K-Books "If you think you are ready for From Blood and
Ash, think again. Jennifer L. Armentrout has woven a new fantasy universe that will leave you reeling. Filled with action, heart
wrenching twists and the most delicious romance, this unputdownable novel comes with a warning: keep a fan close by, because the
temperatures are about to rise." Elena, The Bibliotheque Blo “In this exciting new novel by Jennifer L. Armentrout, she introduces
a fantastical world filled with immense detail, and characters who are poignant and fierce, Jennifer truly has out done herself!” –
BookBesties “From Blood and Ash is a fantastic fantasy that will hook you immediately from the very first page! I loved every
single moment and all of the characters are ones you will fall in love with! Jennifer L. Armentrout has done it again with her
amazing writing skills and lots of detail! Get this book immediately!!!” - Amanda @Stuck In YA Books “Jennifer has stepped into
the fantasy genre with this absolutely amazing novel. With characters you will love and more than a few twists and turns, get ready
for one amazing adventure.” -Perpetual Fangirl "This magnificent book has so many pieces in it: fantasy, mystery, forbidden
romance, supernatural, lies, deceit, betrayal, love, friendship, family. And so, so, so many secrets your head will be spinning.
Jennifer L. Armentrout has created another masterpiece that I will be rushing to buy, and will be telling everyone to read it
ASAP!" ~Jeraca @My Nose in YA Books “From Blood to Ash is the first high fantasy book from Jennifer L Armentrout, but
hopefully not the last. Like all her other works, her ability to create worlds, create swoon worthy men, and feisty strong female
characters is amazing. Fantasy, mystery, romance, betrayal, love, and steamy scenes, this book has it all.” - Lisa @ The Blonde
Book Lover “From Blood & Ash is everything we love about JLA’s fantasy writing...pumped up on steroids. There’s epic world
building and plot twists, a strong female lead, a swoon worthy book hottie, a steamy forbidden love story, and side characters that
can’t help but steal your heart. My mind was blown by the end of this book.” - Kris S. (frantic4romantic) “Step into an exciting
new fantasy world by Jennifer L. Armentrout, From Blood And Ash takes you on a fantastic ride with twists and turns galore.
Characters you will love to laugh and cry with. A phenomenal start to an exciting new series.” - Lori Dunn an avid reader “From
Blood and Ash was everything I wanted in a high fantasy novel. The myths, the legends, the epic romance, and an adventure that
will keep you on your toes beginning to end. I couldn’t put the book down. Truly a brilliant start to what I believe will be yet
another amazing series by Jennifer L. Armentrout." –Sabrina, Books Are My Life “Jennifer L. Armentrout takes her first step
into the high fantasy genre with From Blood and Ash. A story of forbidden love, lies, secrets, and betrayal - it will leave you
wanting more after the very last page.” - Love Just Is Books “From Blood and Ash is like reading my favorite book for first time.”
- Raquel Herrera “With From Blood and Ash, Jennifer Armentrout successfully takes on the genre of high fantasy, proving, once

again, that she is a master of her craft. Filled with epic adventure, forbidden romance, deceit, lies, and betrayal, FB&A draws you
in from page one and refuses to let go!” - Erica, The Rest Just Falls Away “Jennifer L. Armentrout comes trough once again with
From Blood and Ash as it kept me enthralled throughout the full book. You won't be able to put down this epic story once you
start.” - Julalicious Book Paradise “From Blood and Ash strikes the perfect balance between fantasy and romance elements leaving
the world feeling live in and full while allowing the relationship between the main characters feeling real and authentic.” - Nads
Book Nook, Nadine Bergeron “Be prepared to spend your whole day reading From Blood and Ash. Once you start reading this high
fantasy novel, you won't want to put it down.” - Love Book Triangle “From Blood and Ash is absolutely breath taking. JLA does
what she does best by creating a fantastical world filled with romance, lies, betrayal, adventure and all things we love and expect
from JLA characters that melt our hearts and steal our hearts and souls. I cannot wait for the next one!” - Pia Colon “From Blood
and Ash, Jennifer L. Armentrout brought to life a high fantasy that is enthralling. Another masterful addition to my collection.
Get ready to stay on your toes from start to end.” - Amy Oh, Reader by the Mountains “From Blood and Ash is the first high
fantasy novel by Jennifer L Armentrout and she absolutely nails it. This is fantasy for skeptics and unbelievers because it makes
you want to be a fantasy fan! This page turner makes you want to devour it in one night and at the same time savor every detail.
Heart stopping and inspiring and grips you from page one.” – Tracy Kirby “An intriguing puzzle of a world, a ruthless hero, a
determine heroin, and a plot that will keep you up late, this book is one of the best I've read this year.” – Valerie from Stuck In
Books “From Blood and Ash, a thrilling high fantasy that packs a punch, each page will leave you wanting more!” - Tracey, Books
& Other Pursuits
Breathless Jun 22 2022 Your first love, your first time, your first heartbreak. The new novel from Jennifer Niven, author of All
the Bright Places. You were my first. Not just sex, although that was part of it, but the first to look past everything else into me.
Some of the names and places have been changed, but the story is true. Claudine Henry was not supposed to spend her summer on
this remote island off the coast of Georgia. She was supposed to be on a road trip with her best friend, spending every last minute
together before they go to college. But after her father makes a shock announcement, she is exiled with her shaken mother, with no
phone service and no one she knows. She is completely cut off. Until she meets Jeremiah. Free spirited, mysterious and beautiful,
their chemistry is immediate and irresistible. They both know that whatever they have can only last the summer, but maybe one
summer is enough...
Found Oct 26 2022 Found is Jennifer Lauck's sequel to her New York Times bestseller Blackbird: A Childhood Lost and Found.
More than one woman's search for her biological parents, Found is a story of loss, adjustment, and survival. Lauck's investigation
into her ow...
Till Death Dec 04 2020 In New York Times bestselling author Jennifer L. Armentrout’s gripping new novel, a young woman comes
home to reclaim her life—even as a murderer plots to end it. . . It’s been ten years since Sasha Keaton left her West Virginia
hometown . . . since she escaped the twisted serial killer known as the Groom. Returning to help run her family inn means being
whole again, except for one missing piece. The piece that falls into place when Sasha’s threatened—and FBI agent Cole Landis
vows to protect her the way he couldn’t a decade ago. First one woman disappears; then another, and all the while, disturbing
calling cards are left for the sole survivor of the Groom’s reign of terror. Cole’s never forgiven himself for not being there when
Sasha was taken, but he intends to make up for it now . . . because under the quirky sexiness Cole first fell for is a steely strength
that only makes him love Sasha more. But someone is watching. Waiting. And Sasha’s first mistake could be her last.
A Visit From the Goon Squad Feb 24 2020 Jennifer Egan's spellbinding novel circles the lives of Bennie Salazar, an ageing former
punk rocker and record executive, and Sasha, the passionate, troubled young woman he employs. Although Bennie and Sasha
never discover each other's pasts, the reader does, in intimate detail, along with the secret lives of a host of other characters whose
paths intersect with theirs, over many years, in locales as varied as New York, San Francisco, Naples, and Africa. We first meet
Sasha in her mid-thirties, on her therapist's couch in New York City, confronting her long-standing compulsion to steal. Later, we
learn the genesis of her turmoil when we see her as the child of a violent marriage, then a runaway living in Naples, then as a
college student trying to avert the suicidal impulses of her best friend. We meet Bennie Salazar at the melancholy nadir of his adult
life-divorced, struggling to connect with his nine-year-old son, listening to a washed up band in the basement of a suburban houseand then revisit him in 1979, at the height of his youth, shy and tender, revelling in San Francisco's punk scene as he discovers his
ardour for rock and roll and his gift for spotting talent. We learn what became of his high school gang-who thrived and who
faltered-and we encounter Lou Kline, Bennie's catastrophically careless mentor, along with the lovers and children left behind in
the wake of Lou's far flung sexual conquests and meteoric rise and fall. A Visit from the Goon Squad is a book about the interplay
of time and music, about survival, about the stirrings and transformations set inexorably in motion by even the most passing
conjunction of our fates. In a breathtaking array of styles and tones ranging from tragedy to satire to Powerpoint, Egan captures
the undertow of self-destruction that we all must either master or succumb to; the basic human hunger for redemption; and the
universal tendency to reach for both-and escape the merciless progress of time-in the transporting realms of art and music. Sly,
startling, exhilarating work from one of our boldest writers.
Lost and Found Family May 21 2022 If you love Jill Shalvis, Lori Wilde, and Susan Mallery, then you won't want to miss New
York Times bestselling author Jennifer Ryan’s riveting new novel about family, secrets, and a woman ready to embrace who she
really is by facing down her past. As Sarah Anderson drives up to the house in Carmel, she knows she’s on an impossible quest to
make peace with the one person who truly hates her. For years, Sarah has hidden the truth about her late husband’s lies from their
children and their grandmother. When her mother-in-law, Margaret, threatens her with legal action to see the boys, Sarah strikes a
bargain: she’ll bring them for a six-week visit, hoping the boys, at least, will find connection and happiness with their extended
family. It doesn’t help that attorney and part-time rancher Luke Thompson lives right next door, and as an old friend of the
family’s he’s agreed to investigate Sarah’s past. Luke doesn’t feel comfortable poking around in the very successful tech CEO’s

private life. What he finds is a truth very different from the one he’s been led to believe. Far from being cold and unloving, Sarah
is devoted to her boys and as at home on the ranch as she is in a boardroom. All Sarah ever wanted was a family, and all Luke
wants now is her love. The time has come to reveal the terrible secrets that have been kept for so long. In losing the past, a new
love—and family—can be found.
Things We Need Oct 02 2020 ‘In the Coffey house, there was always a list taped to the refrigerator. At the top, it was titled:
THINGS WE NEED. The title was always capped and underlined, as if to stress that yes, this is important, these aren’t just things
we want, these are things we need.’ Will and Weezy Coffey thought they’d prepared their three children for the challenges and
hurdles of adult life. But being a grown-up isn’t easy. Claire’s engagement has been called off and she’s hiding from her debts.
Martha’s in a career crisis and even her sympathetic therapist is losing patience. And Max, the baby of the family in his final year
at college, has got himself into a serious girlfriend fiasco. Things We Need tells a story we all recognise, only a wittier, wiser
version. Jennifer Close turns her gimlet eye and deadpan humour on the messiness of family life. A story about modern life and
the place we return to when things go drastically awry: home.
Hungry Heart Mar 27 2020 "Generous and entertaining." -Publishers Weekly (starred review) Finalist for the PEN/DiamonsteinSpielvogel Award for the Art of the Essay From the #1 New York Times bestselling author and columnist comes a "fiercely funny,
powerfully smart, and remarkably brave" (Cheryl Strayed) collection of heartwarming personal essays "as wonderful as her
fiction" (Mindy Kaling) that "will enthusiastically reach out to readers and swiftly draw them close" (Publishers Weekly , starred
review). Jennifer Weiner is many things: a bestselling author, a Twitter phenomenon, and an "unlikely feminist enforcer" (The
New Yorker ). She's also a mom, a daughter, and a sister, a clumsy yogini, and a reality-TV devotee. In this "unflinching look at
her own experiences" (Entertainment Weekly ), Jennifer fashions tales of modern-day womanhood as uproariously funny and
moving as the best of Nora Ephron and Tina Fey. No subject is off-limits in these intimate and honest essays: sex, weight, envy,
money, her mother's coming out of the closet, her estranged father's death. From lonely adolescence to hearing her six-year-old
daughter say the F word-fat-for the first time, Jen dives into the heart of female experience, with the wit and candor that have
endeared her to fans all over the world.
Good Catch Mar 07 2021 A pair of frenemies navigates the shallow depths of a small-town dating scene only to find the romance
they need is right in front of them. Former ballerina Marlo Jonas has all the right moves--except when it comes to men. Her latest
boyfriend? A cheater. In the wake of her breakup, her father has a novel idea for her: try dating men for who they are and not how
they look. This makes it easy to ignore her hot nemesis, Seattle Times reporter Ben Wexler-Lowrey. Ben's take on romance means
spending time with interesting women whose personalities might sparkle more than their looks dazzle. But Ben's mother thinks he
can fare better. He's never tried online dating before, but what could be the harm in putting himself out there? As Marlo and Ben
both suffer through a series of hilariously awkward dates, they're left feeling empty. Marlo needs someone empathetic enough to
soothe her past hurt. Ben needs someone who truly sees him for the man he is. These enemies love to loathe one another; could that
mean Marlo and Ben are foes in love?
A Taste for Love Sep 01 2020 For fans of Jenny Han, Jane Austen, and The Great British Baking Show, A Taste for Love, is a
delicious rom com about first love, familial expectations, and making the perfect bao. To her friends, high school senior Liza Yang
is nearly perfect. Smart, kind, and pretty, she dreams big and never shies away from a challenge. But to her mom, Liza is anything
but. Compared to her older sister Jeannie, Liza is stubborn, rebellious, and worst of all, determined to push back against all of
Mrs. Yang's traditional values, especially when it comes to dating. The one thing mother and daughter do agree on is their love of
baking. Mrs. Yang is the owner of Houston's popular Yin & Yang Bakery. With college just around the corner, Liza agrees to help
out at the bakery's annual junior competition to prove to her mom that she's more than her rebellious tendencies once and for all.
But when Liza arrives on the first day of the bake-off, she realizes there's a catch: all of the contestants are young Asian American
men her mother has handpicked for Liza to date. The bachelorette situation Liza has found herself in is made even worse when she
happens to be grudgingly attracted to one of the contestants; the stoic, impenetrable, annoyingly hot James Wong. As she battles
against her feelings for James, and for her mother's approval, Liza begins to realize there's no tried and true recipe for love.
Someday We'll Find It Jun 10 2021
Strays Jan 05 2021 Sometimes, life becomes unleashed... Sixteen-year-old Iris Moody has a problem controlling her temper—but
then, she has a lot to be angry about. Dead mother. Workaholic father. Dumped by her boyfriend. Failing English. When a note in
Iris’s journal is mistaken as a threat against her English teacher, she finds herself in trouble not only with school authorities but
with the law. In addition to summer school, dog-phobic Iris is sentenced to an entire summer of community service, rehabilitating
troubled dogs. Iris believes she is nothing like Roman, the three-legged pit bull who is struggling to overcome his own dark past,
not to mention the other humans in the program. But when Roman’s life is on the line, Iris learns that counting on the help of
others may be the only way to save him. With sparkling prose and delightful humor, Jennifer Caloyeras’s novel beautifully
portrays the human-animal bond.
How to Find a Bird Sep 13 2021 A joyful and informative guide to birdwatching for budding young birders from an awardwinning author-illustrator duo. How do you find a bird? There are so many ways! Begin by watching. And listening. And staying
quiet, so quiet you can hear your own heartbeat. Soon you’ll see that there are birds everywhere—up in the sky, down on the
ground, sometimes even right in front of you just waiting to be discovered! Young bird lovers will adore this lushly illustrated
introduction to how to spot and observe our feathered friends. It features more than fifty different species, from the giant
whooping crane to the tiny ruby-throated hummingbird, and so many in between, and a detailed author’s note provides even more
information about birding for curious readers. This celebration of the wondrous variety, colors, and sounds of the avian world is
sure to have children grabbing their binoculars and heading outside to explore.
Finding Jennifer Jones Jul 31 2020 Kate Rickman seems just like any other nineteen-year-old girl. She goes to university, she

dates nice, normal boys and she works in her local tourist office at the weekend. But Kate's not really normal at all. 'Kate' is in fact
a carefully constructed facade for a girl called Jennifer Jones - and it's a facade that's crumbling fast. Jennifer has spent the last
nine years frantically trying to escape from her horrifying past. Increasingly desperate, Jennifer decides to do something drastic.
She contacts the only other girl who might understand what she's dealing with, breaking every rule of her parole along the way.
Found Apr 08 2021 Relates the author's investigation into her own troubled past centered around the search for her birth mother.
The Dead List Feb 18 2022 When Ella is mysteriously attacked on her way home from a party, her entire life changes as she finds
herself at the center of an attempted murder investigation. Ella tries to move on, but her attacker isn't done yet. He shows himself
in the form of horrifying signs and symbols: a clown mask strewn on her bed, a dead bird in her backpack, a shadow moving past
her window in the night. And as the weeks pass, it turns out that Ella isn't the only one being tormented. With the help of an old
flame, Jensen Carver, and her friends and family, Ella tries to attain some sense of normalcy, but she can't seem to shake the
feeling that there's a dark pattern hidden in the killer's every move. Suddenly, even those in her innermost circle seem suspicious.
In her seemingly safe West Virginia town, Ella starts to wonder who she can trust
Jennifer Johnson Is Sick of Being Single Dec 24 2019 A wicked comedy about the perils of making your dreams come true Quirky,
clever, cubicle-bound Jennifer Johnson is desperate. Everyone around her is getting married, while she's still single and stuck
writing ad copy about men's dress socks. Her life hits crisis level, launching her into a humiliating and painfully hilarious quest to
find Prince Charming at any cost. This includes agonizing online dates, diet-clinic cults, drag-queen fights, and a debilitating
addiction to Cinnabon icing. When she meets handsome, wealthy Brad Keller, she wonders if he's the answer to all her dreams, or
is he just too good to be true? Darkly funny and outrageously honest, McElhatton's wit shines in this no-holds-barred cautionary
tale about getting what you want—and how it can be the worst thing for you.
Jennifer, Where Are You? Feb 06 2021 In November of 1982, Katherine Ann Longo’s life changed forever. Her daughter
disappeared. It was a mother’s worst nightmare. When the authorities failed to solve the case, Kathy didn’t take “we don’t know”
for an answer. She began her own investigation. In her opinion, she gathered strong supporting evidence that pointed to a viable
suspect for the police. But even with what Kathy considered to be proof, the authorities refused to cooperate. The person she
deemed responsible for her daughter’s disappearance went unquestioned. Even after she supplied them with photographic
evidence, she couldn’t get anyone to listen to her. What she was forced to endure in the course of her own personal investigation is
chilling. Kathy was jailed, fired, and threatened. She was faced with sexual blackmail by those in authority, just for trying to get
them to do their jobs. Hers was a terrifying descent into a world of deceit, pornography, child trafficking, and suicide. And for her
efforts, she received a trip negotiated by the FBI into a state penitentiary. Her family was threatened, her friends were harassed,
and a newscaster actually lost his job for airing her story on TV. Police officials didn’t appreciate the bad publicity they received
and actively tried to discredit Kathy. But throughout this entire nightmarish event, the residents of Tampa, Florida, assisted Kathy
in every possible way imaginable. This book is her thank-you to those people who didn’t give up on her—or Jennifer.
Lost and Found Sep 25 2022 Lost and Found tells the story of a young child who gets lost in a crowd of strangers. Just as her eyes
fill with tears and she starts to get scared, she is approached by a police officer who helps her to find her mum and dad. The story
encourages children and parents to decide on a safe meeting place whenever there is a chance of getting lost, a potentially
frightening and dangerous experience for younger children.
Jennifer Chan Is Not Alone May 29 2020 In her first novel since winning the Newbery Medal for When You Trap a Tiger, Tae
Keller offers a gripping and emotional story about friendship, bullying, and the possiblity that there's more in the universe than
just us. Sometimes middle school can make you feel like you're totally alone in the universe...but what if we aren't alone at all?
Thanks to her best friend, Reagan, Mallory Moss knows the rules of middle school. The most important one? You have to fit in to
survive. But then Jennifer Chan moves in across the street, and that rule doesn’t seem to apply. Jennifer doesn’t care about the
laws of middle school, or the laws of the universe. She believes in aliens—and she thinks she can find them. Then Jennifer goes
missing. Using clues from Jennifer’s journals, Mallory goes searching. But the closer she gets, the more Mallory has to confront
why Jennifer might have run . . . and face the truth within herself. Tae Keller lights up the sky with this insightful story about
shifting friendships, right and wrong, and the power we all hold to influence and change one another. No one is ever truly alone.
The Me I Used to Be Nov 15 2021 "Jennifer Ryan is at the height of her story-telling best. Page-turning, powerful, with high stakes
drama and unforgettable romance, I couldn't put this novel down!"—Jill Shalvis, New York Times bestselling author If you like
Jill Shalvis and Susan Mallery, you’ll love Jennifer Ryan’s exciting new novel, where a young woman has the chance to rebuild her
life and become the woman she was always meant to be… An inheritance she never expected… After serving time for a crime she
didn’t commit, Evangeline returns home to discover her father left her solely responsible for the family’s failing ranch, her mother
blames her for her father’s death, and her brothers want her out of their way. With her family’s future squarely on her shoulders,
she desperately searches for ways to save their home—before they lose everything. A chance to right past mistakes… Her only ally,
Chris Chambers. The cop who sent her away is positive she took the fall for someone else. And if she helps him track down the real
criminals, he’ll clear her record. But the closer Evangeline and Chris get to exposing the truth—and to each other—the deeper
Evangeline is drawn into a dangerous sting that will finally bring her justice and pave the way for a bright future.
Don't Look Back Jan 17 2022 Samantha is a stranger in her own life. Until the night she disappeared with her best friend, Cassie,
everyone said Sam had it all???popularity, wealth, and a dream boyfriend. Sam has resurfaced, but she has no recollection of who
she was or what happened to her that night. As she tries to piece together her life from before, she realizes it's one she no longer
wants any part of. The old Sam took "mean girl" to a whole new level, and it's clear she and Cassie were more like best enemies.
Sam is pretty sure that losing her memories is like winning the lottery. She's getting a second chance at being a better daughter,
sister, and friend, and she's falling hard for Carson Ortiz, a boy who has always looked out for her???even if the old Sam treated
him like trash. But Cassie is still missing, and the facts about what happened to her that night isn't just buried deep inside of

Sam's memory???someone else knows, someone who wants to make sure Sam stays quiet. All Sam wants is the truth, and if she
can unlock her clouded memories of that fateful night, she can finally move on. But what if not remembering is the only thing
keeping Sam alive?
Going Too Far Aug 12 2021 High school senior Meg revels in being a rebel; cutting class whenever possible and hanging out
anywhere she's not supposed to be. Like on a railroad-tracks-covered bridge that's off-limits to trespassers. When she and her
friends are busted for trespassing and underage drinking, she's sentenced to spend her spring break riding along with a rookie
police officer on his nightshift patrol. To make things worse the cop, John After, is only two years older than Meg, and is sure that
he knows all he needs to about her. John has nothing but contempt for her childish rebellion, but that's fine, because the feelings
mutual - his straight-laced, by-the-book attitude is everything that Meg hates. But they're about to discover that they have a lot
more in common than either one of them could have dreamed and, as they're forced to spend time together, sparks fly and a hot
attraction between them becomes undeniable…
Jennifer's Weave Apr 27 2020 Jennifer wover her life well, and when it began to unravel, she ran,leaving a man with a knife inhis
belly on her kitchen floor and a cry for help on Rainbow Porter's door.
Those Who Prey Oct 22 2019 Sadie meets The Girls in this riveting debut psychological thriller about a lonely college freshman
seduced into joining a cult—and her desperate attempt to escape before it’s too late. College life isn’t what Emily expected. She
expected to spend freshman year strolling through the ivy-covered campus with new friends, finally feeling like she belonged.
Instead, she walks the campus alone, still not having found her place or her people so far away from home. But then the Kingdom
finds her. The Kingdom, an exclusive on-campus group, offers everything Emily expected out of college and more: acceptance,
friends, a potential boyfriend, and a chance to spend the summer on a mission trip to Italy. But the trip is not what she thought it
would be. Emily and the others are stripped of their passports and money. They’re cut off from their families back home. The
Kingdom’s practices become increasingly manipulative and dangerous… And someone ends up dead.
Blackbird Aug 24 2022 With the startling emotional immediacy of a fractured family photo album, Jennifer Lauck's incandescent
memoir is the story of an ordinary girl growing up at the turn of the 1970s and the truly extraordinary circumstances of a
childhood lost. Wrenching and unforgettable, Blackbird will carry your heart away. The house on Mary Street was home to
Jennifer; her older brother B.J.; their hardworking father, who smelled like aftershave and read her Snow White; and their
mother, who called her little daughter Sunshine and embraced Jackie Kennedy's sense of style. Through a child's eyes, the skies of
Carson City were forever blue, and life was perfect -- a world of Barbies, Bewitched, and the Beatles. Even her mother's pain from
her mysterious illness could be patted away with hairspray, powder, and a kiss on the cheek....But soon, everything Jennifer has
come to love and rely on begins to crumble, sending her on a roller coaster of loss and loneliness. In a world unhinged by tragedy,
where beautiful mothers die and families are warped by more than they can bear, a young girl must transcend a landscape of pain
and mistreatment to discover her richest resource: her own unshakable will to survive.
The Problem With Forever Mar 19 2022 From #1 NY Times bestselling author Jennifer L. Armentrout comes a deeply powerful
and emotional story about struggling to overcome your past and find where you belong.
Big Summer Apr 20 2022 AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “Sexy and satisfying, Big Summer is the perfect
quarantine read.” —USA TODAY “The beach read to end all beach reads.” —Entertainment Weekly “Big fun, and then some. It’s
empowering and surprising—a reminder to put down the phone and enjoy each moment for what it is.” —The Washington Post A
deliciously funny, remarkably poignant, and simply unputdownable novel about the power of friendship, the lure of frenemies, and
the importance of making peace with yourself through all life’s ups and down. From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of
Good in Bed and Best Friends Forever, Big Summer is the perfect escape with one of the most lovable heroines to come to the page
in years. Six years after the fight that ended their friendship, Daphne Berg is shocked when Drue Cavanaugh walks back into her
life, looking as lovely and successful as ever, with a massive favor to ask. Daphne hasn’t spoken one word to Drue in all this
time—she doesn’t even hate-follow her ex-best friend on social media—so when Drue asks if she will be her maid-of-honor at the
society wedding of the summer, Daphne is rightfully speechless. Drue was always the one who had everything—except the ability to
hold onto friends. Meanwhile, Daphne’s no longer the same self-effacing sidekick she was back in high school. She’s built a life
that she loves, including a growing career as a plus-size Instagram influencer. Letting glamorous, seductive Drue back into her life
is risky, but it comes with an invitation to spend a weekend in a waterfront Cape Cod mansion. When Drue begs and pleads and
dangles the prospect of cute single guys, Daphne finds herself powerless as ever to resist her friend’s siren song. A sparkling novel
about the complexities of female relationships, the pitfalls of living out loud and online, and the resilience of the human heart, Big
Summer is a witty, moving story about family, friendship, and figuring out what matters most.
Show Me the Way Dec 16 2021 Carl Jung said, "Children are driven, unconsciously, in a direction that is intended to compensate
for everything that was left unfulfilled in the life of their parents." It is this very statement that haunts Jennifer Lauck, and
inspires Show Me the Way, a marvelous book of honest, funny, and touching stories from the trenches of motherhood. Having lost
both of her parents at an early age, Jennifer Lauck, acclaimed author of the memoir Blackbird, as well as its follow-up, Still
Waters, has in Show Me the Way come to terms with her past in order to move forward as a mother to her own children. A
luminous writer who is always observing, whose self-examination is frank, poignant, and never cloying, Lauck's stories touch upon
themes common to so many of her readers: labor, delivery, and the physical details of giving birth; the decision to have a second
child; the struggle to maintain independence against the pull of motherhood; the tenuous work/life balancing act; the gossamer
threads holding family together; the soul-defining nature of caring for children; and the ultimate surrender of finally "getting it."
Illustrating the author's wonderful insight, irreverence, and core of inner strength, Show Me the Way is a book for all mothers,
and a rewarding conclusion for fans of Jennifer Lauck.
Dare You Jan 25 2020 In the second book of the suspenseful Shade Me trilogy, perfect for fans of Sara Shepard's Pretty Little

Liars and Kimberly McCreight's The Outliers, Nikki Kill becomes embroiled in another mystery with the gorgeous Detective
Martinez when she discovers that the Hollises are trying frame her for the murder of Peyton Hollis—and only her synesthesia can
help her unravel the dark truth. Nikki Kill didn't realize that trying to find out who killed Peyton Hollis would tangle her in a web
of dangerous family secrets that would rock her identity to the core. But now that Nikki knows the truth, the all-powerful Hollises
want to frame her for Peyton's murder. And now Nikki's only chance at escaping the cold black bars of prison or the crimson grip
of death is teaming up with the enigmatic Detective Martinez and relying on an ever-shifting kaleidoscope of clues...
Still Waters Jul 23 2022 Anger is a poison ivy in the heart and if it grows unchecked, it covers all the soft spaces where you love
and understand and feel joy. There's power in anger, sure, a power that can help you survive. But true wisdom is in knowing when
to let it go. In Still Waters, Jennifer Lauck continues the riveting true story begun in her critically acclaimed memoir, Blackbird.
Clutching her pink trunk filled with secret treasures, the last relics of a lost childhood, twelve-year-old Jenny steps off a bus in
Reno and straight into the wide-open future, where no path is certain except that of her own heart....Separated from her brother,
Bryan, and passed from caretaker to caretaker, Jenny endures as she always has: by following the inner compass of the survivor.
But when Bryan chooses a shocking, tragic destiny, Jenny must at last confront the secrets, lies, and loneliness that have held her
prisoner for years. Embarking on a search for answers, the adult Jenny discovers that the past cannot be locked away forever -even when unraveling one's own anger and pain seems an impossible feat. Now, in the warmth and understanding of her marriage,
in the eyes of her child, and in powerful conversations with a dynamic young priest, Jennifer finds her own miracles. A hardened
heart learns to love. A damaged soul finds peace. And life, once merely a matter of survival, becomes rich with the joys of truly
living.
Little Secrets Oct 14 2021 National Bestseller! "Unflinching and unforgettable. Little Secrets has everything you want in a
thriller" —Riley Sager, New York Times bestselling author of Lock Every Door Overwhelmed by tragedy, a woman desperately
tries to save her marriage in award-winning author Jennifer Hillier's Little Secrets, a riveting novel of psychological suspense. All
it takes to unravel a life is one little secret... Marin had the perfect life. Married to her college sweetheart, she owns a chain of
upscale hair salons, and Derek runs his own company. They're admired in their community and are a loving family—until their
world falls apart the day their son Sebastian is taken. A year later, Marin is a shadow of herself. The FBI search has gone cold. The
publicity has faded. She and her husband rarely speak. She hires a P.I. to pick up where the police left off, but instead of finding
Sebastian, she learns that Derek is having an affair with a younger woman. This discovery sparks Marin back to life. She's lost her
son; she's not about to lose her husband, too. Kenzie is an enemy with a face, which means this is a problem Marin can fix.
Permanently.
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